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The Price You Pay for College
A modern Thanksgiving classic about an immigrant girl who comes to identify with the story of
the Pilgrims, as she seeks religious freedom and a home in a new land. Now with a gorgeous
new cover and lovely interior illustrations. As Molly nears her first Thanksgiving in the New
World, she doesn't find much to be thankful for. Her classmates giggle at her accent and make
fun of her unfamiliarity with American ways. And Molly’s mother only makes things worse when
she creates a doll for a school Thanksgiving project that looks more like a Russian refugee
than a New England Pilgrim. But the tiny modern-day pilgrim just might help Molly to find a
place for herself in America. The touching story tells how recent immigrant Molly leads her thirdgrade class to discover that it takes all kinds of pilgrims to make a Thanksgiving. Originally
published in 1983, Molly's Pilgrim inspired the 1986 Academy Award-winning live-action short
film. Don't miss acclaimed author Barbara Cohen's moving immigrant story, a perennial
Thanksgiving favorite in homes and classrooms, now with beautiful new art.

The Copycat
Sumac Lottery is nine years old and the self-proclaimed "good girl" of her (VERY) large,
(EXTREMELY) unruly family. And what a family the Lotterys are: four parents, children both
adopted and biological, and a menagerie of pets, all living and learning together in a sprawling
house called Camelottery. Then one day, the news breaks that one of their grandfathers is
suffering from dementia and will be coming to live with them. And not just any grandfather; the
long dormant "Grumps," who fell out with his son so long ago that he hasn't been part of any of
their lives. Suddenly, everything changes. Sumac has to give up her room to make the
newcomer feel at home. She tries to be nice, but prickly Grumps's clearly disapproves of how
the Lotterys live: whole grains, strange vegetables, rescue pets, a multicultural household He's
worse than just tough to get along with -- Grumps has got to go! But can Sumac help him find a
home where he belongs?

Home Baked
There's an enslaved dragon on Wild Island, and young Elmer Elevator is determined to free
him — despite hungry tigers, cranky crocodiles, and other challenges. Hardcover edition with
newly scanned art.

The Wisdom of Crowds
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Fans of Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House books will enjoy a citified version as Sydney Taylor
gives a charming glimpse at a time when daily life was very different, but family and faith were
surprisingly the same. After moving uptown to the Bronx, the charming All-of-a-Kind Family
have a new home, new neighbors and new friends. There's always something exciting going
on. Ella misses Jules who has joined the Army, Henny spills tea on a dress she borrowed
without asking, Sarah works to win a prize at school, Charlotte takes the elevated train without
paying her fare, Gertie makes a pancake, and Charlie is terrified when he meets Santa Claus!
And things are are especially busy as Mother has gone into the hospital, and everyone must
help out to make the house run smoothly. Generations of readers have loved growing up with
the five Jewish girls whose trials and triumphs are as recognizable today as they were a
hundred years ago. This fourth title of the series follows the girls as they grow into much more
independent young women, and younger brother Charlie keeps everyone on their toes.

My Kind of Family
Imagine James Marshall's The Stupids celebrating Hanukkah, and you'd get the Latke family!
Lucy Latke's family is just like yours or mine. Except that they're potato pancakes. And also,
they are completely clueless. After lighting the menorah and gobbling the gelt, Grandpa Latke
tells everyone the Hanukkah story, complete with mighty Mega Bees who use a giant dreidel to
fight against the evil alien potatoes from Planet Chhh. It's up to the Latke family dog to set the
record straight. (To start with, they were Maccabees, not Mega Bees) But he'll have to get the
rest of the Latkes to listen to him first!

My Father's Dragon
"[In this] story of a young Ojibwa girl, Omakayas, living on an island in Lake Superior around
1847, Louise Erdrich is reversing the narrative perspective used in most children's stories
about nineteenth-century Native Americans. Instead of looking out at 'them' as dangers or
curiosities, Erdrich, drawing on her family's history, wants to tell about 'us', from the inside. The
Birchbark House establishes its own ground, in the vicinity of Laura Ingalls Wilder's 'Little
House' books." --The New York Times Book Review

The Last Wish
In Mark Twain's classic tale of friendship and adventure, Huckleberry Finn escapes his evil,
drunken father, befriends a runaway slave named Jim, and sails the Mississippi River! As Huck
and Jim sail to freedom, they encounter con men and thieves and get in plenty of trouble along
the way. Follow Huck's coming-of-age journey in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of
Twain's The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic
Wagon, a division of ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.

The War of the Worlds
"A lot of outlandish entertainment." —The New York Times Everyone in Remarkable is
remarkable. Everyone except Jane, that is. While the rest of the town is busy being talented,
gifted, or just plain extraordinary, she's never been anything but ordinary. Then Jane finds
herself in school with the mischievous Grimlet twins, and her life suddenly gets a whole lot
more interesting. And when a strange pirate captain appears in town, setting of a series of
adventures that put the whole town in danger, it's up to Jane to save the day. Along the way,
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she might just find that she can be pretty remarkable after all. * "A rich, unforgettable story
that's quite simply - amazing." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Filled with clever word play,
wholly unique situations, outlandish charactersFoley's novel is a remarkable, middle-grade
gem." —Booklist, starred review From the Trade Paperback edition.

Davita's Harp
An illustrated edition of the Newberry Medal–winning Caddie Woodlawn, which has been
captivating young readers since 1935. Caddie Woodlawn is a real adventurer. She'd rather
hunt than sew and plow than bake, and tries to beat her brother's dares every chance she
gets. Caddie is friends with Indians, who scare most of the neighbors—neighbors who, like her
mother and sisters, don't understand her at all. Caddie is brave, and her story is special
because it's based on the life and memories of Carol Ryrie Brink's grandmother, the real
Caddie Woodlawn. Her spirit and sense of fun have made this book a classic that readers have
taken to their hearts for more than seventy years.

Grammar Advantage
Rachel Berger needs twenty-five cents to make her dream come true. But for Rachel, twentyfive cents is a fortune--and she's running out of time. A Sydney Taylor Book Award Notable
Title Third-grader Rachel Berger longs to be different. At the very least, she'd like to be set
apart from her copycat little sister, Hannah. The second Rachel spots the glass rose buttons at
Mr. Solomon's button shop, her heart stops. They'll be the perfect, unique touch on the skirt
her mother is making her for Rosh Hashanah. There's just one problem: Rachel can't afford
them. With her focus set on earning enough to buy them before the holiday, will Rachel lose
sight of what's really important? Themes of sisterhood, sibling rivalry, and strong family values
are organically woven in to this charmingly illustrated chapter book set on the Lower East Side
of Manhattan in the early twentieth century.

The Moffats
We all know the stereotype of the Jewish mother: Hectoring, guilt-inducing, clingy as a limpet.
In Mamaleh Knows Best, Tablet Magazine columnist Marjorie Ingall smashes this tired trope
with a hammer. Blending personal anecdotes, humor, historical texts, and scientific research,
Ingall shares Jewish secrets for raising self-sufficient, ethical, and accomplished children. She
offers abundant examples showing how Jewish mothers have nurtured their children’s
independence, fostered discipline, urged a healthy distrust of authority, consciously cultivated
geekiness and kindness, stressed education, and maintained a sense of humor. These timetested strategies have proven successful in a wide variety of settings and fields over the vast
span of history. But you don't have to be Jewish to cultivate the same qualities in your own
children. Ingall will make you think, she will make you laugh, and she will make you a better
parent. You might not produce a Nobel Prize winner (or hey, you might), but you'll definitely get
a great human being.

The Melendy Family
“The finest work of fiction by any American writer No American novel comes closer than
Gatsby to surpassing literary artistry, and none tells us more about ourselves” THE
WASHINGTON POST “A curious book, a mystical, glamorous story that's both boisterous and
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tragic” THE NEW YORK TIMES “Fantastic proof that chivalry, of a sort, is not dead” LIFE
MAGAZINE It's the Roaring Twenties, and New York City is the place to be. Everything can be
purchased, everyone can be bought. But, can you make money erase your past? It's the
Roaring Twenties, and it is the time of over-indulgence. As far as the eyes can see and the
mind can perceive, there are ostentatious displays of wealth and even more lavish displays of
decadency. Unapologetic decadency. But, does it ever stop? It's the Roaring Twenties, and the
great American Dream has been perverted. It no longer stands for anything profound that
resonates with people. But, does the Idealism even attempt to stop the Materialism? As more
and more people lose themselves to the lure of money, ironically the only person who remains
unaffected is Jay Gatsby, the enigmatic host of the most extravagant parties… In this definitive
tale on American culture, Fitzgerald pits a chaste dream against the corrupting influences of
wealth and comes up with an epic story that can only be defined as ‘A Great American novel’.

All-of-a-Kind Family Downtown
It is 1912 and the five daughters of an immigrant family living on New York's Lower East Side
are growing up in a home poor in income but rich in affection. The small problems that can
deeply trouble a child-like the loss of a library card-are overcome in the context of an
understanding and caring family; and the hopes of these girls as to careers, weddings, and
adulthood in general are lovingly described.

The Songs of Trees
A family of four adopted boys, their two dads and a menagerie of pets share a raucous year
marked by new schools, old friends, a grouchy neighbor, a hungry skunk, leaking ice rinks,
school plays and wet cats. Simultaneous eBook.

Caddie Woodlawn
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing
humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired
the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters
and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrouslooking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And
look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
October 2020!

Rachel's Roses
The Celebrate Family Book is an activity book, a journal, and a conversation starter that invites
children to embrace the value of their unique family, enjoy the good times, and navigate the
varied aspects of family life. Along the way, children will embrace their own special value and
discover their power to nurture positive relationships.

Remarkable
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In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a
deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how
brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise decisions, even
predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral
economics, artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to show how this simple idea
offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and
think about our world.

The Lotterys Plus One
Imani is adopted, and she's ready to search for her birth parents. Anna has left behind her
family to escape from Holocaust-era Europe to meet a new family--two journeys, one shared
family history, and the bonds that make us who we are. Perfect for fans of The Night Diary.
Imani knows exactly what she wants as her big bat mitzvah gift: to find her birth parents. She
loves her family and her Jewish community in Baltimore, but she has always wondered where
she came from, especially since she's black and almost everyone she knows is white. Then
her mom's grandmother--Imani's great-grandma Anna--passes away, and Imani discovers an
old journal among her books. It's Anna's diary from 1941, the year she was twelve and fled
Nazi-occupied Luxembourg alone, sent by her parents to seek refuge in Brooklyn, New York.
Anna's diary records her journey to America and her new life with an adoptive family of her
own. And as Imani reads the diary, she begins to see her family, and her place in it, in a whole
new way.

The Land
The hugely popular New York Times “Your Money” columnist and author of the bestselling The
Opposite of Spoiled offers a deeply reported and emotionally honest approach to the biggest
financial decision families will ever make: what to pay for college. Sending a teenager to a
flagship state university for four years of on-campus living costs more than $100,000 in many
parts of the United States. Meanwhile, many families of freshmen attending selective private
colleges will spend triple—over $300,000. With the same passion, smarts, and humor that
infuse his personal finance column, Ron Lieber offers a much-needed roadmap to help families
navigate this difficult and often confusing journey. Lieber begins by explaining who pays what
and why and how the financial aid system got so complicated. He also pulls the curtain back
on merit aid, an entirely new form of discounting that most colleges now use to compete with
peers. While price is essential, value is paramount. So what is worth paying extra for, and how
do you know when it exists in abundance at any particular school? Is a small college better
than a big one? Who actually does the teaching? Given that every college claims to have
reinvented its career center, who should we actually believe? He asks the tough questions of
college presidents and financial aid gatekeepers that parents don’t know (or are afraid) to ask
and summarizes the research about what matters and what doesn’t. Finally, Lieber calmly
walks families through the process of setting financial goals, explaining the system to their
children and figuring out the right ways to save, borrow, and bargain for a better deal. The
Price You Pay for College gives parents the clarity they need to make informed choices and
helps restore the joy and wonder the college experience is supposed to represent.

Molly's Pilgrim
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Two children try to rescue the carp their mother plans to make into gefilte fish for the Seder.

Johnny Texas
Uses children's drawings and comments about their personal situations to invite readers to
express, explore, and understand some of the issues and feelings associated with living in a
single-parent home.

The Great Gatsby
- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times Bestseller for 8 years running - Now
celebrating its 25th anniversary Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in love is easy. Staying in
love—that’s the challenge. How can you keep your relationship fresh and growing amid the
demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times
bestseller The 5 Love Languages, you’ll discover the secret that has transformed millions of
relationships worldwide. Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman’s
proven approach to showing and receiving love will help you experience deeper and richer
levels of intimacy with your partner—starting today. The 5 Love Languages is as practical as it
is insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of relationships today, this new edition reveals
intrinsic truths and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in ways that work. Includes the
Couple's Personal Profile assessment so you can discover your love language and that of your
loved one.

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
After the Civil War Paul, the son of a white father and a black mother, finds himself caught
between the two worlds of colored folks and white folks as he pursues his dream of owning
land of his own.

We Came, We Saw, We Left: A Family Gap Year
No Marketing Blurb

A Papa Like Everyone Else
The #1 New York Times bestselling author returns to the characters in Firefly Lane in her next
blockbuster novel, Fly Away. Once, a long time ago, I walked down a night-darkened road
called Firefly Lane, all alone, on the worst night of my life, and I found a kindred spirit. That
was our beginning. More than thirty years ago. TullyandKate. You and me against the world.
Best friends forever. But stories end, don't they? You lose the people you love and you have to
find a way to go on. . . . Tully Hart has always been larger than life, a woman fueled by big
dreams and driven by memories of a painful past. She thinks she can overcome anything until
her best friend, Kate Ryan, dies. Tully tries to fulfill her deathbed promise to Kate---to be there
for Kate's children---but Tully knows nothing about family or motherhood or taking care of
people. Sixteen-year-old Marah Ryan is devastated by her mother's death. Her father, Johnny,
strives to hold the family together, but even with his best efforts, Marah becomes unreachable
in her grief. Nothing and no one seems to matter to her . . . until she falls in love with a young
man who makes her smile again and leads her into his dangerous, shadowy world. Dorothy
Hart---the woman who once called herself Cloud---is at the center of Tully's tragic past. She
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repeatedly abandoned her daughter, Tully, as a child, but now she comes back, drawn to her
daughter's side at a time when Tully is most alone. At long last, Dorothy must face her darkest
fear: Only by revealing the ugly secrets of her past can she hope to become the mother her
daughter needs. A single, tragic choice and a middle-of-the-night phone call will bring these
women together and set them on a poignant, powerful journey of redemption. Each has lost
her way, and they will need each one another---and maybe a miracle---to transform their lives.
An emotionally complex, heart-wrenching novel about love, motherhood, loss, and new
beginnings, Fly Away reminds us that where there is life, there is hope, and where there is
love, there is forgiveness. Told with her trademark powerful storytelling and illuminating prose,
Kristin Hannah reveals why she is one of the most beloved writers of our day.

The Length of a String
In the third book of Sydney Taylor’s classic children’s series, Ella finds a boyfriend and Henny
disagrees with Papa over her curfew. Thus continues the tale of a Jewish family of five sistersElla, Henny, Sarah, Charlotte and Gertie-living at the turn of the century in New York’s Lower
East Side. Entertaining and educational, this book brings to life the joys and fears of that time
and place.

All-of-a-Kind Family
World War I has ended, and Ella, the oldest of the five sisters, who dreams of singing and
dancing in the theater, is discovered by a Broadway talent scout. It seems that she will have
her chance at a theatrical career after all, starting in vaudeville. But her thoughts are also on
Jules, just returned from the War, and marriage. Once again a loving family provides the
support needed to make the right decision.

Meet the Latkes
2020 American Book Fest Best Book Awards Finalist in the U.S. History category In the wee
hours of May 15, 1902, three thousand Jewish women quietly took up positions on the streets
of Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Convinced by the latest jump in the price of kosher meat that
they were being gouged, they assembled in squads of five, intent on shutting down every
kosher butcher shop in New York’s Jewish quarter. What was conceived as a nonviolent effort
did not remain so for long. Customers who crossed the picket lines were heckled and
assaulted, their parcels of meat hurled into the gutters. Butchers who remained open were
attacked, their windows smashed, stocks ruined, equipment destroyed. Brutal blows from
police nightsticks sent women to local hospitals and to court. But soon Jewish housewives
throughout the area took to the streets in solidarity, while the butchers either shut their doors or
had them shut for them. The newspapers called it a modern Jewish Boston Tea Party. The
Great Kosher Meat War of 1902 tells the twin stories of mostly uneducated female immigrants
who discovered their collective consumer power and of the Beef Trust, the midwestern cartel
that conspired to keep meat prices high despite efforts by the U.S. government to curtail its
nefarious practices. With few resources and little experience but a great deal of steely
determination, this group of women organized themselves into a potent fighting force and, in
their first foray into the political arena in their adopted country, successfully challenged
powerful vested corporate interests and set a pattern for future generations to follow.

The Misadventures of the Family Fletcher
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Relates the adventures and misadventures of the four Moffat children living with their widowed
mother in a yellow house on New Dollar Street in the small town of Cranbury, Connecticut.

Mamaleh Knows Best
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians
emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack.
Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals
must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version
of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science
fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.

The Birchbark House
From New York Times best-selling author Karina Yan Glaser comes one of Times' Notable
Children's Books of 2017: “In this delightful and heartwarming throwback to the big-family
novels of yesteryear, a large biracial family might lose their beloved brownstone home, but win
it back with an all-out charm offensive.” The Vanderbeekers have always lived in the
brownstone on 141st Street. It's practically another member of the family. So when their
reclusive, curmudgeonly landlord decides not to renew their lease, the five siblings have
eleven days to do whatever it takes to stay in their beloved home and convince the dreaded
Beiderman just how wonderful they are. And all is fair in love and war when it comes to
keeping their home.

The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902
Ali has always acted like a copycat to make friends, but when she unexpectedly inherits the
ability to change her appearance at will, fitting in seems impossible! Luckily, with the help of
her family, new friends, and a touch of magic, Ali might just survive middle school after all. Ali
and her parents have moved at least once a year for as long as Ali can remember. She’s
attended six different schools, lived in dozens of apartments, and never really felt at home
anywhere. But Ali’s parents say living in Saint John, New Brunswick, will be different. They’ve
moved in with Ali’s great-grandmother—a lively ninety-nine-year-old with a quirky old house
and room for all of them. Ali wants to believe it will be their last move, but everything seems too
perfect to be true. To Ali’s surprise, things are different this time, but not in the way she’d
hoped. She's inherited the Sloane family power—the ability to change her appearance into any
living thing. Ali is a Copycat. Literally. And being the new kid at school is hard enough without
worrying about turning into your teacher. Luckily, Ali’s new friends are eager to help. But as Ali
soon learns, being a Copycat is no substitute for being yourself. The Copycat is a magical
middle grade read for fans of Diana Wynne Jones, by the author of The Frame-Up.

The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street
The Carp in the Bathtub
A blazingly funny, heartfelt memoir from the daughter of the larger-than-life woman who ran
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Sticky Fingers Brownies, an underground bakery that distributed thousands of marijuana
brownies per month and helped provide medical marijuana to AIDS patients in San
Francisco--for fans of Armistead Maupin and Patricia Lockwood During the '70s in San
Francisco, Alia's mother ran the underground Sticky Fingers Brownies, delivering upwards of
10,000 illegal marijuana edibles per month throughout the circus-like atmosphere of a city in
the throes of major change. She exchanged psychic readings with Alia's future father, and
thereafter had a partner in business and life. Decades before cannabusiness went mainstream,
when marijuana was as illicit as heroin, they ingeniously hid themselves in plain sight, parading
through town--and through the scenes and upheavals of the day, from Gay Liberation to the
tragedy of the Peoples Temple--in bright and elaborate outfits, the goods wrapped in handdesigned packaging and tucked into Alia's stroller. But the stars were not aligned forever and,
after leaving the city and a shoulda-seen-it-coming divorce, Alia and her mom returned to San
Francisco in the mid-80s, this time using Sticky Fingers' distribution channels to provide
medical marijuana to friends and former customers now suffering the depredations of AIDS.
Exhilarating, laugh-out-loud funny, and heartbreaking, Home Baked celebrates an eccentric
and remarkable extended family, taking us through love, loss, and finding home.

Fly Away
"A warm and charming family storyone can imagine this this story ends where All-of-a-Kind
Family begins."--"School Library Journal"

The Celebrate Family Book
For Davita Chandal, growing up in New York in the 1930s and '40s is an experience of
indescribable joy—and unfathomable sadness. Her loving parents, both fervent radicals, fill her
with the fiercely bright hope for a new, better world. But the deprivations of war and the
Depression take their ruthless toll. And Davita, unexpectedly, finds in the Jewish faith that her
mother had long ago abandoned both a solace to her questioning inner pain and a test of her
budding spirit of independence. To her, life's elusive possibilities for happiness, for fulfillment,
for decency, become as real and resonant as the music of the small harp that hangs on her
door, welcoming all guests with its sweet, gentle tones. Praise for Davita's Harp “Rich . . .
enchanting . . . [Chaim] Potok's bravest book.”—The New York Times Book Review “It is an
enormous pleasure to sink into such a rich . . . solidly written novel. The reader knows from the
first few pages that he is in the hands of a sure professional who won't let him down.”—People
“Engrossing . . . Filled with a host of richly drawn characters. Potok is a master
storyteller.”—Chicago Tribune “Gripping and intriguing . . . A well-told tale that needed
telling.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer

All-of-a-Kind Family Uptown
A course text and self-study tool for advanced learners of English for academic purposes.

The 5 Love Languages
In the early days of Texas history, ten-year-old Johann comes from Germany with his family to
settle in this vast land and soon grows to love his new home.

Ella of All-of-a-Kind Family
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Fans of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House books will enjoy a citified version as Sydney Taylor
gives a charming glimpse at a time when daily life was very different, but family and faith were
surprisingly the same. Ella, Henny, Sarah, Charlotte, and Gertie are back! Life is never dull for
the loving, Jewish, all-of-a-kind family on New York’s Lower East Side in the early 1900s.
Stand-alone chapters make this a perfect read-aloud, as the story follows the five sisters who
are very busy, especially now that baby Charlie is growing so quickly. Ella gets a big role in the
Purim play, Henny gets into trouble at school and runs away, Sarah gets her ears pierced,
Charlotte has a scary kitchen accident, and Gertie finally is old enough to have a book of her
own. And the girls befriend a young boy named Guido whose mother is very ill. Generations of
readers have loved following the exploits of these very recognizable girls. This title, although
written later, picks up right where the first, All-of-a-Kind Family, ended.

More All-of-a-Kind Family
Charlie Wheelan and his family do what others dream of: They take a year off to travel the
world. This is their story. What would happen if you quit your life for a year? In a
pre–COVID-19 world, the Wheelan family decided to find out; leaving behind work, school, and
even the family dogs to travel the world on a modest budget. Equal parts "how-to" and "hownot-to"—and with an eye toward a world emerging from a pandemic—We Came, We Saw, We
Left is the insightful and often hilarious account of one family’s gap-year experiment. Wheelan
paints a picture of adventure and connectivity, juggling themes of local politics, global
economics, and family dynamics while exploring answers to questions like: How do you sneak
out of a Peruvian town that has been barricaded by the local army? And where can you get
treatment for a flesh-eating bacteria your daughter picked up two continents ago? From
Colombia to Cambodia, We Came, We Saw, We Left chronicles nine months across six
continents with three teenagers. What could go wrong?
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